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MEMORIES WHICH ILLUMINATE OUR LIVES

There are stars whose light reaches the earth only after they themselves have disintegrated. And there are individuals whose memory lights the world after they have passed from it. These lights shine even in the darkest night and illumine our path . . .

Hannah Senesh
MEMORY’S MEANING

The meaning of our memories lies not only in what we remember, but in how.

Each of us lives in a place that allows those whom we miss to be present in the on-going experiences of our lives.

We know our goal is not to erase memory, nor to suppress it.

Judaism teaches us our purpose – to make use of our memories for a better understanding of ourselves and a deeper quality for our lives.

The people and events that we remember teach us values. They motivate our capacities to act on behalf of others. They are the well from which we draw empathy and caring.

Our memories can serve as a model for our own hopes, for our commitments to a world in which all people can share love in their lives.

Our ability to express that dream, to believe in a bright future, is rooted in the memories of those loved ones whose lives continue to influence us today.

In their memory we pray that our recollections and love inspire us, comfort us, and always remain a blessing.
There is a time for everything:
there is a time for all things under the sun
a time to be born and a time to die
a time to laugh and a time to cry
a time to dance and a time to mourn
a time to seek and a time to lose
a time to forget and a time to remember.

This day in sacred convocation, we remember those who gave us lives.
This day we remember those who enriched our life with love and with beauty, with kindness and compassion, with thoughtfulness and understanding.
This day we renew the bonds that bind us to those who have gone the way of all the earth.

Teach us to use all of our days, O Lord,
That we may attain a heart of wisdom.
Grant us of Your love in the morning,
That we may joyously sing all our days.

May we all be charitable in deed and in thought,
In memory of those we love who walk the earth no longer.

May we live unselfishly, in truth with love and toward peace, so that we will be remembered as a blessing. This day we lovingly recall those whose lives endure as a blessing.

לכל שנה让我们欢笑歌唱，让爱充满我们的心灵，让我们成为祝福。
At the rising of the sun and at its going down, we remember them.

At the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter, we remember them.

At the opening of the buds and in the rebirth of spring, we remember them.

At the shining of the sun and in the warmth of summer, we remember them.

At the rustling of the leaves and in the beauty of autumn, we remember them.

At the beginning of the year and at its end, we remember them.

As long as we live, they too will live; for they are now a part of us, as we remember them.

When we are weary and in need of strength, we remember them.

When we are lost and sick at heart, we remember them.

When we have joy we crave to share, we remember them.

When we have decisions that are difficult to make, we remember them.

When we have achievements that are based on theirs, we remember them.

As long as we live, they too will live; for they are now a part of us, as we remember them.

Sylvan Kamens and Jack Riemer
YIZKOR - In remembrance of a father:

May God remember the soul of my beloved father who has gone to his eternal rest. In tribute to his memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep his soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a mother:

May God remember the soul of my beloved mother who has gone to her eternal rest. In tribute to her memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep her soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a husband:

May God remember the soul of my beloved husband who has gone to his eternal rest. In tribute to his memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep his soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a wife:

May God remember the soul of my beloved wife who has gone to her eternal rest. In tribute to her memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep her soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.
YIZKOR - In remembrance of a son:

May God remember the soul of my beloved son who has gone to his eternal rest. In tribute to his memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep his soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a daughter:

May God remember the soul of my beloved daughter who has gone to her eternal rest. In tribute to her memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep her soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of relatives and friends:

May God remember the souls of my relatives and friends who have gone to their eternal rest. In tribute to their memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep their souls bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.
ADDITIONAL MEDITATION

At this sacred hour, I am aware of souls through whom I have come to know of grace and love. All the wisdom, beauty, and affection that has enriched my life is the garnered fruits of my communion with others.

Many of those to whom I owe so much are alive with me today; I pray that I may be able to reward their goodness and their devotion to me by acts of love and loyalty.

But others have passed forever from my midst, leaving me a heritage of tender memories which now fills my mind.

I recall today beloved parents who watched over me, nursed me, guided me and sacrificed for me.

or...

I lovingly call to mind my wife or my husband with whom I was truly united - in our hopes and our pains, in our failures and our achievements, in our joys and our sorrows.

or...

I remember my brother(s) and my sister(s), who grew up together with me, sharing the play of childhood, in the youthful adventure of discovering life's possibilities, bound to us by a heritage of family tradition and by years of comradeship and love.

or...

I call to mind my child(ren), entrusted to my care all too briefly, taken from me before they reached the years of maturity and fulfillment, to whom I gave my loving care and from whom I received a trust which enriched my life to this day.
or...

I recall beloved relatives and friends whose affection and devotion enhanced my life, and whose visible presence will never return to cheer, encourage, or support me.

Though they are gone from me, I am grateful for the blessings they brought and were to me. Now, by giving to others the love which my departed gave to me, I can partly repay the debt I owe them.

I am sustained and comforted by the thought that the goodness which they brought into my life remains an enduring blessing which I can bequeath to my descendants.

I can show my devotion to them by my devotion to those ideals which they cherished.

God, make me worthy of the love I have received by teaching me to love You with all my heart and with all my soul and with all my might, and to spread the light of Your Divine love on all whose lives touch mine.

Give me strength to live honorably and cheered by the confidence that You will not permit my life to be wasted, but will bring all my worthy strivings to fulfillment.

Amen.

-Mordecai M. Kaplan, Eugene Kohn, & Ira Eisenstein (adapted)
We lovingly recall the members of our congregation who have passed away since we gathered in this sanctuary last Yom Kippur. They have a special place in our hearts. We pray this day that all who have sustained the loss of loved ones in the year gone by be granted comfort and strength.

Exalted, compassionate God, comfort the bereaved families of this congregation. Help all of us to perpetuate the worthy values expressed through the lives of those no longer with us, whose names we respectfully recall:

(names are read)

May their memory endure as a blessing. And let us say: Amen.

EL MALEH RAHAMIM MEMORIAL PRAYER

Compassionate God, by Your presence here and beyond, grant peace beneath the shelter of Your wings to the blessed souls of all our beloved who have gone to their eternal rest. Compassionate God, grant shelter to their souls and include them in the bond of eternal life. Let them rest in peace. Amen.
PRAYER IN MEMORY OF THE MARTYRS OF OUR PEOPLE

May God remember the souls of our brothers and sisters, martyrs of our People, who gave their lives for the sanctification of God’s name and the honor of Israel.

May their bravery, dedication and purity be reflected in our lives. May their souls be bound up in the bond of life. And may they rest eternally in dignity and peace. Amen.

Let us stand silent in memory of our dearly beloved sons and daughters who gave their lives for the liberation of our Homeland and the security of our People. They gave us all they had. They poured out their very lifeblood for the freedom of Israel, even as the living waters quench the thirst of the arid soil. Not in monuments of stones or trees shall their memories be preserved, but in the reverence and pride which will, until the end of time, fill the hearts of our People when their memory is recalled.

-David Ben Gurion

In Hebrew the word for our inner being, our soul, is neshama. Literally it means “breathing.” For that which breathes life feels, grows and moves through the marvelous opportunities and challenges of each day. So, in a sense, with the departure of one’s soul comes the absence of breath. Yet, just as we share the air we must all breathe, so, too, can we share in honoring the gentle souls who this Service recalls. This will occur with every new breath we take, with every gesture that recalls their own. Perhaps in that way we can find for our own lives the inner being of purpose and delight with which they lived.
The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want.

God gives me repose in green meadows.

God guides me on the right path, for that is His nature.

Though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no harm, for You are with me.

Your staff and Your rod comfort me.

You prepare a banquet for me in the presence of my foes.

You anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows.

Surely goodness and kindness shall be my portion all the days of my life.

And I shall dwell in the House of the Lord forever.
MOURNERS KADDISH

Mourners

Yit-gadal v’yit-kadash sh-mey raba,
Bal’ma di v’ra hirutey, v’yam-lih mal-hutey
B’ha-yey-hon uv-yomey-hon uv-ha-yey d’hol beyt yisrael.
Ba-agala u-vizman kariv, v’imru Amen.

Congregation and Mourners

Y’hey sh’may raba ma’varah l’alom ul’almei almaya.

Mourners

Yit-barah v’yish-tabah v’yit-pa-ar v’yit-romam v’yit-na-sey
V’yit-hadar v’yit-aleh v’yit-halal sh-mey d’kudsha,
B’rih hu, l’eylo (ul-eyla) min-kol bir-hata v’shirata
Tush-b’hata v’ne-hemata da-amiran b’alma, v’imru Amen.
Y’hey sh’lma raba min sh ma-yah
V’ha-yim aleynu v’al kol yisrael, v’imru Amen.
Oseh shalom bim’romav, hu ya’aseh shalom
Aleinu v’al kol yisrael, v’imru Amen.
HAMAKOM
MAY YOU FIND COMFORT
IN THIS PLACE

Hamakom y’nachem
Y’nachem etchem

*May the Holy One comfort you.*

Hamakom Y’nachem
Y’nachem etchem

*May our love embrace you.*

B’toch sh’ar
Avaylay Tzion
Veeyerushalayim

*May the memory bring you peace*

*Bring you strength*

*And be a blessing.*
YAHRZEIT

Yahrzeit is observed on each anniversary of the day of death according to the Hebrew calendar.

One who is not certain of the day when a relative died should select an appropriate date on which to observe yahrzeit each year.

A candle should burn in the home during the twenty-four hour period of yahrzeit, sunset to sunset, starting on the evening preceding the day. Light symbolizes the soul, as it is written in the Book of Proverbs: “The soul of man is the light of the Lord.”

When the yahrzeit coincides with Shabbat or a Festival, the yahrzeit candle should be lit before the candle lighting for the day.

It is appropriate to fulfill some mitzvah in honor of the dead on this day. This could consist of study, acting as baal tefillah in the synagogue, or contributing to some worthy cause in memory of the deceased. It is also appropriate for family and friends to gather on the yahrzeit for the purpose of recalling various aspects of an event in the life of the dead, perpetuating his or her memory in a warm and intimate atmosphere.

Mourners Kaddish is recited at all services on the yahrzeit, from evening services on the night before through afternoon services on the day itself. On Shabbat before the yahrzeit one should receive an aliyah, at synagogue services and perhaps recite the haftarah as well.

One who is unable to recite Mourner’s Kaddish on the day of yahrzeit may do so at the evening service following the day of yahrzeit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Hebrew Name</th>
<th>English Date of Death</th>
<th>Hebrew Date of Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>Hebrew Name</td>
<td>English Date of Death</td>
<td>Hebrew Date of Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>Hebrew Name</td>
<td>English Date of Death</td>
<td>Hebrew Date of Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>Hebrew Name</td>
<td>English Date of Death</td>
<td>Hebrew Date of Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>Hebrew Name</td>
<td>English Date of Death</td>
<td>Hebrew Date of Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>Hebrew Name</td>
<td>English Date of Death</td>
<td>Hebrew Date of Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Jeanne Jurmain
In Memory Of
Gertrude (Trudy) Jurmain
Arthur Jurmain
Pauline Bloom
William Bloom
Ralph Bloom

Elaine Kagan
In Memory Of
Seymour Kagan
Michel Kagan
Muriel Kagan
Henrietta Sacher
Jack Sacher
Scott Davis
Harold & Marjorie Kaplan  
*In Memory Of*
Frank Aaronoff  
Leo A. Kaplan  
Kay Kaplan Cibul  
Philip Cibul  
Gertrude Aaronoff  
Herbert Berman  
Emily Stern  
Rhoda Fantel Gise  

Harriet Kaplan  
*In Memory Of*
Melvin R. Kaplan, March 16, 2017  
Leon Kaplan  
Sidney Kaplan  
Rebecca Kaplan  
Isaac Kaplan  
Julius Smith  
Esther Smith  
Manuel Smith  

Joyce & Roger Kaplan  
*In Memory Of*
Ralf Herman  
Melvin Kaplan  
Gail Litvin  

Jeff & Jo-Ann Katz  
*In Memory Of*
Raymond E. Marks  
Ruth (Sommer) Marks  
Sofie (Sommer) Friedman  
Richard Sommer  
Reatha Katz  
Donald J. Katz  

Philip & Joy Katz  
*In Memory Of*
Hyman Katz  
Betty Katz  
Philip Rice  
Myra Rice  

Steven, Ruth & Rachel Katz  
*In Memory Of*
Gunther B. Katz  
Grete W. & Victor W. Spitz  
Gertrude & Sally Katz  
Esther V. & Dr. Robert Spitz  
Mitzi & Ernest Wollner  
Louis H. Stricker  

Barbara Katzer  
*In Memory Of*
Louis Rutberg  
Aaron Katzer  
Laura Katzer  
Robert Rutberg  
Nataile Rutberg  
Stanley Goldman  

Adam & Lisa Kaufman & Family  
*In Memory Of*
Bunny Kaufman  
Sanford Paul Kaufman  
Mitze Shanen  
Jennifer Sanders  
Grace Sanders  
Harry Sanders  
Jane Averick  
Jack Averick  
Martin Kaufman  

Annette Kaufman  
*In Memory Of*
Gene B. Kaufman  

Victor & Claire Kaufman  
*In Memory Of*
Henna Springer  
Isak Springer  
Paulina Ganz  
Esther Springer  
Florence Weiss  
Frieda Kaufman  
Nathan Kaufman  

Neil Kay  
*In Memory Of*
Aaron David Kay  

Irving & Esther Keschner  
*In Memory Of*
Richard Keschner  
Sidney Keschner  
Jack Pinsky  
Joel Keschner  
Lillian Keschner  
Millie Pinsky
Sebastian & Mijal Kessel
In Memory Of
Agi Dawid
Otto Dawid
Rafael Daye
Jose Daniel Kessel
Dora Kessel
Mauricio Kessel
Sara Mizrahi
Esther Cohen Arazi
Isaac Soae

Donald & Ruth Kisner
In Memory Of
Sally Kisner
Harry Kisner
Ella Nadasdi
Emil Nadasdi
Edward Nadasdi
Richard Ross
Paula Bernat

Dan & Robin Kiss
In Memory Of
Jerry Beekman
Sydell Wittenberg
Geza Kiss
Bertha Moritz
Sam Beekman
Phillip Wittenberg

Eugene Knell
In Memory Of
Hyman L. Knell
Lilllian L. Knell
Jeanette R. Knell
Paul Korach
Rose Korach
Irving S. Korach

Neal & Thea Koss
In Memory Of
Harry Koss
Sylvia Koss
Harry Rosenberg
Viviane Rosenberg

Harry & Leah Kram
In Memory Of
Phillip Kram
Anita (Katz) Kram
Bronya (Stein) Kram
Joseph Aaron Kram
Frances Rebecca (Kram) Slifer

David & Gigi Kramer
In Memory Of
Alexander Bassist
Faye Horowitz Bassist
Sylvia DeWoskin
Leo Fine
Rose Fine
Louis Kramer
Martin Kramer
Yetta Kramer
Barbara Kramer

Joan Kraus
In Memory Of
Betty Rose Kraus
Otto Kraus
Regina Kaye
Ann Bramson
Leo Bramson
Tom Travis
Barney Rabinowitz Travis
Ida Rabinowitz Travis
Adine Travis Lough
Samuel Kraus

Steven & Tamara Kolodny
In Memory Of
Julius Friedman
Lebe Friedman
Irving Kolodny
Morris Kolodny
Rochelle Kolodny
Barbara Rosenblum
Ann Telpner
David Telpner
Morris Telpner

Jane & Anthony Kravitz
In Memory Of
Morris Smolowitz
Anne Gruber Smolowitz
Michael Kravitz
Sylvia Kravitz
Esther Rosner
Richard Rosner
Barney & Eunice Krinsky  
*In Memory Of*  
Abraham Louis Bloom  
Miriam Bloom  
Samuel Krinsky  
Charlotte Krinsky  
Norman Krinsky  
David Fisher  
Sarah Fisher  
William Krinsky  
Moses Pearl  
Ida Pearl

Sharona Krinsky  
*In Memory Of*  
Sis Fisher  
Dave Fisher  
Miriam Bloom  
A. Louis Bloom  
Ida Pearl  
Moses Pearl  
Charlotte Krinsky  
Samuel Krinsky  
Norman Krinsky  
William Krinsky  
Estelle Krinsky

Stanley Kritzer  
*In Memory Of*  
Arthur Kritzer  
Clara Kritzer  
Joseph Blum  
Rose Blum  
Morton D. Kritzer  
Constance Singer  
Marilyn B. Kritzer

Richard & Dena Krown  
*In Memory Of*  
Louis Ginsberg  
Rose Ginsberg  
Samuel Krown  
Frances Krown  
Joel Krown

Judy Kuperman  
*In Memory Of*  
Charlie Kuperman  
Jean Kuperman  
Jack Kuperman  
Len Wasserman  
Marge Wasserman  
Ricky Wasserman

Jonathan & Staci Labovitz  
*In Memory Of*  
Anne Labovitz  
Nathan Labovitz  
Harriet Robbins  
Flora Schuman  
Edward Schuman  
Mildred Sobel  
Martin Sobel  
Calvin Sweet  
David Zemechman  
Simon Zemechman  
Jacquelyn Glider  
Edith Zemechman  
Edward Zemechman  
Lauren Flato Labovitz

Alyse Laemmle  
*In Memory Of*  
Dr. Irene Halmos  
Kurt Laemmle

Marilyn Landau  
*In Memory Of*  
Dorothy Landau  
Rubin Landau

Shirley Langer  
*In Memory Of*  
Major Alan Langer  
Mina Langer  
Mike Langer  
Max Wasserman

Fred Lavi  
*In Memory Of*  
Habibollah Lavi  
Ashraf Lavi  
Iradj Nemani  
Malihe Nemani
Robert & Sylvia Laxineta
In Memory Of
David Laxineta
Katie Laxineta
Anna Wolpert
Barney Wolpert

Eli & Miriam Lebental
In Memory Of
Hava Lebental
Moshe Lebental
Gerda Josovicz
Philip Josovicz

Stephen & Maxine Lebowitz
In Memory Of
Ruth Greenberg
Robert Calatrello
Lillian Gabin
Solomon Gabin
Vivian Gabin
Anna Lebowitz
Louis Lebowitz
Melech Bornstein
Sima Bornstein
Jacob Gabin
Leah Gabin
Dora Kotkin
Harry Kotkin
Leah Lebowitz
Samuel Lebowitz

Roslyn Lefkowich & Family
In Memory Of
Norman S. Lefkowich
Morris Lefkowich
Hannah Lefkowich
Aaron Magid
Lillian Magid

Jamie & Andrea Lewis
In Memory Of
Blake Lewis
Marvin Sadur
Faye Sadur
Mae Lewis
Joel Lewis
Harry Dolins
Rose Sadur

Eleanor Lindenbaum
In Memory Of
George Lindebaum
Markus Lindenbaum
Melanie Lindenbaum
Belle Chazen
Mier Chazen
Sam Chazen
Susan Linden

Morton & Judith Liner
In Memory Of
Hyman Liner
Rose Liner
Norman Liner
Sidney Liner
Maureen Liner
Maurice Fishman
Harry Fishman
Celia Fishman
Abe Harmatz
Phyllis Harmatz
Jack Lampert

Jack & Barbara Luftman,
Amanda & Stephen Boren,
Jessica & Stuart Waldman
In Memory Of
Gerda & Joseph Dattner
Clara & Naftali Luftman

Irving & Lenore Levine
In Memory Of
Samuel Levine
Eva Levine
Elena Busook
Albert Busook
Michael Nadell
Gerald A. Burg
Henry & Inga Lurie  
*In Memory Of*  
  Harlan Cherman  
  Sandy Lurie  
  Kurt Lurie  
  Edith Lurie  
  Hugo Fleess  
  Alice Fleess  
  Sam Cherman  
  Stella Cherman  
  Nelly Rothschild  
  Sam Barondess  
  Shirley Barondess

Karen Magana  
*In Memory Of*  
  Sarkis Seropyan

Judith Maizlish  
*In Memory Of*  
  Samuel Sacks  
  Ethel Sacks  
  Marvin Maizlish  
  Diane Maizlish  
  Tamar Dvoskin  
  Yetta Maizlish  
  Israel Maizlish  
  Arnold Reicher  
  Liebe reicher  
  Natalie Harvey  
  Justine Hill  
  Susie Dvoskin

Anne Malakoff  
*In Memory Of*  
  Dorothy B. Frisch  
  Murray Frisch  
  James L. Malakoff  
  Andre Philippe  
  Max Bronstein

Robert & Lisa Margolis  
*In Memory Of*  
  Harold & Sylvia Margolis  
  James & Lois Tustin

Evi & David Meyer  
*In Memory Of*  
  Hans Rüsch  
  Heidi Rüsch  
  Susanne Meyer  
  Charles Meyer

The Millet Family  
*In Memory Of*  
  Winston Millet  
  Dr. Daniel Wilkin  
  David Wilkin  
  Laurel Shapiro  
  May there memories forever be in our hearts

The Munn Family  
*In Memory Of*  
  Gene Rapperport

Ben & Sheila Naghi  
*In Memory Of*  
  Meir Naghi  
  Irene Fishman  
  Jack Fishman  
  Allen Martin Fishman  
  Shifra Kesselman  
  Jimmy Kesselman  
  Sarah Fishman  
  Harry Fishman  
  Neimah Naghi  
  Aaron Naghi  
  Iran Naghi

Karen Marcus  
*In Memory Of*  
  Stanley Ira Marcus  
  Solomon Marcus  
  Selma Marcus  
  Esther Bass Finkle  
  Joseph M. Finkle

Richard & Mollye Noah  
*In Memory Of*  
  Patricia Gang  
  Daniel Gang  
  Florence Noah  
  Benjamin Noah
Tom & Deborah North
In Memory Of
Barbara Akerman
Sidney Stein
Rae Stein
Betty Coleman
Leonard Stein
S. William Akerman
Esther Akerman

Ellen Orenstein
In Memory Of
Marvin Orenstein
Michael Salzman
Samuel J. Rubin
Mary F. Rubin
Ceil Salzman
Nathan Salzman
Jean Eber
Louis Eber

E. Bonnie Podell
In Memory Of
Reuben A. Barshay
Blanche Barshay Gerard
Gladyce C. Karlin
Mollie Klein
Harry Klein

The Polack Family
In Memory Of
Alexander J. Polack
Joseph I. Polack
Rochelle Polak
Val Polak
Richard Seltzer
Philip Seltzer
Ethel Seltzer
Rose Sarah Schaffer
Harry Schaffer

Joseph P. Polack
In Memory Of
Alexander J. Polack
Joseph I. Polack
Rochelle Polak
Val Polak
Richard Seltzer
Philip Seltzer
Ethel Seltzer
Rose Sarah Schaffer
Harry Schaffer

Joanne & Sam Osofsky
In Memory Of
Louis Estner
Rachel Estner
Irving B. Osofsky
Leatrice E. Osofsky
Gertrude Osofsky
Sam Osofsky
Murry Rubin
Sylvia Rubin
Herman Zaretsky
Sarah Zaretsky

Marilyn Rafkin
In Memory Of
Dr. Edward Rafkin
Julia Rafkin
Stephen Rafkin
Linda Solomon
Susan Nemser
Florence Rafkin

Norman Panitch
In Memory Of
Herman & Miriam Panitch
Stephen Lemkin
Richard Hoffman

Sheila Poncher
In Memory Of
Herbert M. Poncher
Abe L. Poncher
Goldie Poncher
Irwin Perlman
Sam Perlman
Sonia Perlman

Bob & Karol Plocky
In Memory Of
ShirLee Spanjer
Emily Plocky
Shirley Harkavy, Scott, Marcie, Rachel, Jordan, Hannah Rees  
*In Memory Of*  
Helen Rees  
Linda Strongin  
Mary Nactin  
Louis Nactin  
Irving Harkavy

Paul & Stephanie Reisz  
*In Memory Of*  
Juels Ray Eisenberg  
Donald Reisz

Howard & Gloria Resin  
*In Memory Of*  
George Rauch  
Ruth Rauch  
Belle Resin  
Michael Moses Resin

Paula Reuben  
*In Memory Of*  
Eliaahoo M. Reuben  
Benjamin Agronick  
Nathalie Agronick  
Jordan Agronick  
Menashy Reuben  
Fashima Reuben  
David Reuben

Stephen & Marjorie Richards  
*In Memory Of*  
Adele Morse Platt  
Harvey Sidney Morse  
Edna Richards  
Sidney Richards  
Conrad Platt  
Ruth Ellis Wise

Isaac & Shoshana Richtiger  
*In Memory Of*  
Rabbi Shlomo Stauber

Eric & Linda Robins  
*In Memory Of*  
Lynne Ann Cohen  
Leslie Ayn Robins

The Rodilitz Family  
*In Memory Of*  
Theodore Rodilitz  
Doris Rodilitz

Steven & Robin Rome  
*In Memory Of*  
Herbert Mark Rome  
Clara Shapiro  
Samuel Chernock  
Robert Chernock  
Julia Chernock

Scott & Wendy Rosenbaum  
*In Memory Of*  
Wescott “Bill” Price  
Sue Wang  
Wendy Drewry

Eliot & Debbie Rosenkranz  
*In Memory Of*  
Jerry H. Kahan  
Calman Rosenkranz  
Muriel Rosenkranz

Robert & Celia Rothman  
*In Memory Of*  
Gussy Pincus  
Isadore Pincus  
Joseph Rothman  
Jenny Rothman

Larry & Cecily Ruben  
*In Memory Of*  
Lee Grossman  
Elsie Grossman  
Etta Cohan  
Steve Cohan  
Sara Ruben  
Rose Falk  
Morris Falk  
Marty Falk  
Marilyn Falk
Gail Ruder  
_In Memory Of_  
Morris Kuriansky  
Lilyan S. Kuriansky  
Marian Kuriansky  
Edward J. Kuriansky  
Brocha Ruder  
Richard H. Bloom  

Michael Safani  
_In Memory Of_  
Emily Safani  
Aghdas Safani  
Rouhy Safani  

Lawrence & Naomi Savell  
_In Memory Of_  
Sylvia Picker Savell  
Marguerite Bigony  
W. Emerson Bigony  
David E. Savell  
Phillip Savell  

Elizabeth Sax  
_In Memory Of_  
Herbert Sax  
Jeffrey Sax  
Blanche Weinberg  
Isadore Weinberg  

Gerald & Barbara Schiff  
_In Memory Of_  
Michael Cayne  
Sylvia Litwer  
Morris Litwer  
Abraham Schiff  
Ruth Schiff  
Barry Schiff  

Debra Schneiderman  
_In Memory Of_  
Jim Schneiderman  
Harold Schneiderman  
Gloria Schneiderman  
Lois Schneiderman  
Marion Schneiderman  
Jennie Rothstein  

Alda & Mel Schuldenfrei  
_In Memory Of_  
Esther Mestell  
Lawrence Mestell  
Bella Schuldenfrei  
Jacob Schuldenfrei  

Rabbis Brian & Deborah  
Schuldenfrei  
_In Memory Of_  
Harold Geller  
Rose Geller  
Millie Bock Mandell  
Esther Mestell  
Lawrence Mestell  
Marla Bennett  

Ruth Schuller  
_In Memory Of_  
Edward Schuller  
Regina Rose  
Elmer Schuller  
Lorraine Schuller  
Earl Schuller  
John F. Schwarzer  
Edith Schwarzer  
Stanley Schuller  

Eric Schwartz & Dina  
Ackermann  
_In Memory Of_  
Marcia Schwartz  
Milton Schwartz  

Donald & Betty Schwartz  
_In Memory Of_  
Eleanor Guthman  
Rabbi Sidney Guthman  
Mildred Schwartz  
Sherwood Schwartz  
Rabbi Gerson Guthman  
Esther Guthman  
Charles Shapera  
Anna Shapera  
Betty Shapera
Yolanta Schwartz  
*In Memory Of*  
Arthur Schwartz  
Esther Korngut  
Ruth & Morris Schwartz  
Isaac Wajsman

Melvin & Eileen Schwartzburg  
*In Memory Of*  
Max Schwartzberg  
Molly Schwartzberg  
Sidney Sokol  
Dorothy Sokol  
Allan Fleishman  
Jerry Sokol

The Sender Family  
*In Memory Of*  
Esther Eta Koch  
Leib Yehuda Koch  
Bernice Banks Sender

Susan Silver  
*In Memory Of*  
Bernice Serenco Chod  
Betty Serenco  
Harvey Serenco  
Joseph Serenco  
Barrett Keith Silver  
Thelma Serenco Silver

Steve & Ronnie Silverstone  
*In Memory Of*  
Paul Silverstone  
Frances Silverstone  
Dennis Gordon  
Frances Gordon

Mark & Clara Simon  
*In Memory Of*  
Eliza Levy  
Isaac Levy  
Clara Peretz  
Beny Peretz  
Fasana Levy  
Israel Levy  
Debbie Allison  
Clem Pensak  
Bill Pensak  
Esther Simon  
Hy Simon  
Emily Levy

Allan & Goldie Singer  
*In Memory Of*  
Eva Weiner  
Daniel Wiener  
Miriam Wiener Rosenberg  
Sarah Singer  
Louis Singer

Jerome Sisk  
*In Memory Of*  
Mimi Sisk  
Bessie "Sunne" Dinin  
Dr. Samuel Dinin  
Michael Dinin  
Lillian Sisk  
Charles Sisk  
Arnold Sisk  
George Sisk

Steven & Michele Snyder  
*In Memory Of*  
Minnie Hoffman  
Harold Mandelblatt  
Gladys Mandelblatt  
William Hoffman  
Florence Snyder  
Larry Snyder  
Edwin Snyder

David & Ayala Socol  
*In Memory Of*  
Samuel Erez  
Rose Fisher  
Moshe Fisher  
Martha Eisenberg  
Edward H. Rossman  
Molly Rossman  
Gerald Rossman  
Albert Socol  
Edith Socol  
Rose Socol  
Rose Kates  
Charles Kates  
Paula Kates
Janice & Robert Sostrin
*In Memory Of*
Melvin Weber
Pearl Weber
Jack A. Sostrin
Bernice Sostrin
Edward Reisher
Gloria Reisher
Louis Goodfriend
Frieda Goodfriend
Sam Weber
Eva Weber
Phillip Perlman
Eva Perlman
Ben Sostrin
Dora Sostrin
Jacob Barash

Cynthia & Joseph Spierer
*In Memory Of*
Norman Alperin
Sally Alperin
Harold Glucksman
Ruth Glucksman
Eugene Spierer
Gloria Spierer

Keith & Vickie Stamler
*In Memory Of*
Helaine Miller
Philip R. Miller
Joseph Stamler
Peggy Weinshenker Stamler

Deborah Stauber
*In Memory Of*
Jack Goldman
Max Goldman
Rose Goldman
Mildred Stauber
Morris Stauber
Rabbi Shlomo Stauber
Terry Danburg

Warren & Josie Sterling
*In Memory Of*
Mitchel A. Hoffberg
Revell Hoffberg
Harold Sterling
Ruth Sterling

Edward & Barbara Stevens
*In Memory Of*
Blance M. Weinberg
Isadore Weinberg
Jeffrey Sax

Michael & Cheryl Stich
*In Memory Of*
Abe William Kempinsky
Goldie Kempinsky
Louis Kempinsky
Helen Benton
Robert Jack Benton
Melvin Stich
Elizabeth Stich
Simon Stich
Faye Stich
Seymour Stich
Florence Phillips
Louis Phillips
Carol E. Minuck
Renee & Joseph Natkiel
Florence & Stanley Rosenthal

David & Kimberly Stone
*In Memory Of*
Martin Gold
Charles Stone
Allan Klein
Nellie Klein
David Gold
Eleanor Gold
Beverly Simon

Dana & Nigel Storr
*In Memory Of*
Peter Friedenberg
Ilse Friedenberg
Fred Friedenberg
Edwin Berger
Julie Berger
Rita Berger

The Streicher Family
*In Memory Of*
Selma Nadel Streicher
Fern Tamkin  
_In Memory Of_  
Marilyn Tamkin  
Louis Tamkin  
Gilbert Silver  
Hyman Somach  
Eva Somach  
Sally Hindman  
Frank Rogow  
Rose Silver  
Meyer Silver  
Gertrude Rogow  
Martha Silver  
James A. Tamkin, M.D.

Stanley & Judy Tobias  
_In Memory Of_  
Lillian & Louis Gordon  
Abraham & Helen Tobias

Edward & Tovia Trabin  
_In Memory Of_  
Edythe Friedman  
William Friedman  
Henrietta Trabin  
Harry Trabin  
Clayre Surman  
Bernard Trabin  
Mildred Swern  
Audrey Grunfeld

Jay & Sandra Tuchscher  
_In Memory Of_  
Jack Kraut  
Rhea Kaufman  
Gertrude Kraut  
Harry Zegerman  
Warren Zegerman  
Max Tuchscher  
Anna Tuchscher  
Benson Tuchscher  
Frances Tuchscher

Brent Tufeld & Barbara Horowitz  
_In Memory Of_  
Bentley J. Tufeld  
Tanya M. Tufeld  
Edward H. Horowitz  
Dora Horowitz  
Monica Paskus

Bud & Carol Tufeld  
_In Memory Of_  
Mary Kirker  
Thomas Kirker  
Bentley Tufeld  
Tanya Tufeld  
Richard Tufeld

Isadore & Olivia Ucuzoglu  
_In Memory Of_  
Joseph Ucuzoglu  
Eleanor Ucuzoglu  
Jack Port  
Esther Port  
Nathan Ucuzoglu

Uri & Glenda Urmacher  
_In Memory Of_  
Adele Britvan-Eiss  
Abraham Eiss  
Rebecca & Benjamin Eiss  
Gloria & Martin Eiss  
Ruth & William Eiss-Bank  
Chaya Appelbaum-Urmacher  
Samuel Urmacher  
Esther Feldman  
Joseph Feldman  
Louise & Max Feldman  
Dora & Jacob Britvan  
Bertha Britvan  
Henry Britvan  
Anne & Bernard Britvan  
Anne & Michael Landy  
Linda & Gary Mendelson  
Steven Semyrck  
Nicholas Mascara  
Sara & Marvin Bargrasser  
Betty Haber
Michael & Suzan Waks
In Memory Of
Joseph Sachs
Anna Sachs
Joseph Resnick
Molly Resnick
Janet Posnak Stein
Emanuel Kafka
Mortimar Waks
Sadie Waks
Harry Richman
Irene Richman
Vicki Waks
Jane Sachs
Herbert Sachs
Martin Resnick
Barbara Waks

Timothy & Shari Weiner
In Memory Of
Jerome Mundel
Morris Taback
Anette (Toni) Taback
Rae Rabinowitz
Samuel Rabinowitz
Marvin Mundel
David Mundel
Sophie Mundel
Pauline Mayers

Paul & Paula Weiser
In Memory Of
Rose Weiser
Irving Weiser
Helen Block
Oscar Block
Alan Block
Patricia Block
Gerald Block

Eve Wechsberg
In Memory Of
Joseph Weiss
Eddie Weiss
Herb Gomberg
Mark Gomberg
Lenora Korach

Marilyn White
In Memory Of
Yetta Weit
Abraham Weit
Dorothy Gordon
David K. Gordon
David Gordon White
Victor White

Ellen Wiesen
In Memory Of
David Stanley Wiesen
Belle Cohen
Elliott Cohen
Judith Freedman
Seymour Wiesen

Aaron & Britt Wanek
In Memory Of
Bonita Cohen
David Streja
Dorie Weintraub Riley
Fritzie Weintraub

Robert & Juana Webman
In Memory Of
J. Burnell Webman
Wendy Webman Lonsdale
Jorge Velazquez

Evalee Weiss
In Memory Of

Marilyn White
In Memory Of
Yetta Weit
Abraham Weit
Dorothy Gordon
David K. Gordon
David Gordon White
Victor White

Ellen Wiesen
In Memory Of
David Stanley Wiesen
Belle Cohen
Elliott Cohen
Judith Freedman
Seymour Wiesen
Nathan & Marsha Winer  
*In Memory Of*  
William Smoller  
Bella Smoller  
Seymour Smoller  
David Winer  
Ethel Winer  
Corinne Smoller Goldstein  
Frances Winer Zallen

Barry & Judith Wolstan  
*In Memory Of*  
Abraham N. Abell  
Reva Abell  
Robert Abell  
David L. Abell  
Barry Abell  
Ruth Finn  
William Finn  
Simon David Wolstan  
Harriet Wolstan  
Stephen Wolstan  
Barbara Zwelling Scolnick  
Rosalee Abell Shaw  
Paul Shaw  
Heather Grayson Wolstan  
Jill Kent

Michael & Cathi Wyman  
*In Memory Of*  
Max & Lucille Dobs

Kathleen Yesnick  
*In Memory Of*  
Shirley Yesnick  
Irving Yesnick

Bruce & Elana Zisser  
*In Memory Of*  
Anna Lee Schauder  
Jacob Schauder

Ilan & Susana Zollinger  
*In Memory Of*  
Lidia Zollinger  
Sigmund Zollinger  
Victoria E. Mandel (Yomtow)  
Mauricio Mandel

Robert & Vera Zurndorfer  
*In Memory Of*  
Manfred Zurndorfer  
Pearl Zurndofer  
Meyer Perlin  
Selma Perlin  
Milton Perlin  
Joseph Wyzan  
Henry Wyzan
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CALENDAR OF YIZKOR MEMORIAL SERVICES

Yom Kippur ......................... Monday, September 28, 2020
Shemini Atzeret............... Saturday, October 10, 2020
Passover........................................... Sunday, April 4, 2021
Shavuot....................................... Tuesday, May 18, 2021

You are cordially invited to attend our Memorial Services throughout the year.

CONGREGATION NER TAMID
OF SOUTH BAY

5721 Crestridge Road
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
(310) 377-6986 • Fax (310) 541-1370 •
www.ner tamid.com
A Synagogue 2000 Pilot Congregation

Rabbi Brian Schuldenfrei • Cantor Rachel Goldman
Rabbi Bernard Wechsberg, of Blessed Memory • Cantor Emeritus Samuel J. Radwine
Warren Sterling, Congregation Ner Tamid President • Allan Ephraim, Interim Executive Director
Ami Berlin, Director of Education & Youth • Fony Abrego, Director of The David Preschool
Linda Alexander, Sisterhood President
Megan Davis & Eliza Shane, USY Co-Presidents